A glimpse of
ankle.

A steampunk
octopus.

Raspuitin’s
enormous
genitals.

Tallywags.

Cupid’s kettle
drums.

Bags o’
mystery.

The demon rum.

The circumcised
member of Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Disraeli.

The Right
Honourable
William Ewart
Gladstone.

Rum, sodomy,
and the lash.

Jack the Ripper.

Wobblies.

Hat goggles.

Prince Albert in
a can.

Bowing to the
Queen.

The green fairy.

Laudanum.
Sweet, sweet
laudanum.

Nixie tubes.

Steampunk
zombies.

The horrors of
the
workhouses.

Botany Bay.

Using the
Babbage Engine
to surf for porn.

Pumping the
bellows.

Gears. Gears
fucking
everywhere!

Taking mercury
to cure your
syphilis.

Rumpled
knickers.

The sootblackened lungs
of orphaned
chimney
sweeps.

Shooting
natives for fun
and profit.

A dangerously
overstuffed
corset.

A well-polished
walking stick.

The white mans’
burden.

God-damned
singing,
dancing, happy
chimney
sweeps.

White slavery.

The so-called
“joys” of an allmale boarding
school.

Spotted dick.

Scrofula.

The windward
passage.

Too much black
eyeliner.

That costumed
asshole who
never breaks
character.

Claiming your
iPhone is part of
your costume.

Ambergris.

An improbably
large spanner.

Nikola Tesla.

The wild wild
west.

SCIENCE!!!

The Dark
Continent.

Long John
Silver.

Sepia tones.

Muttonchops.

Professor
Elemental’s
Fighting
Trousers.

Agatha
Heterodyne.

The Reverend
Charles
Lutwidge
Dodgson.

Isembard
Kingdom
Brunel.

A steampowered
bathtub.

The Tower of
London.

Queen
Victoria’s
Diamond
Jubilee.

Sweeny Todd,
the demon
barber of Fleet
Street.

Performing
unnatural acts
with the
pneumatic tube
system.

Yet another
airship pirate.

The Privy
Council.

A modern
Prometheus.

King Solomon’s
mines.

Jekyll & Hyde
the musical
starring David
Hasselhoff.

The great fire of
London.

A violet wand.

An anatomically
correct brass
automaton.

A scrimshaw
dildo.

Secrets of the
Golden Dawn.

Holmes/Watson
erotic fan
fiction.

The highly
unpopular
clockwork
urinal.

Ada Lovelace.

A big, black
moustache.

A bigger,
blacker
moustache.

________________
at night, sailor’s
delight.

A stitch in time
saves
________________.

Glue
________________
to it and call it
Steampunk.

Protect yourself
from other
people’s bad
manners by
________________.

How sharper
than a serpent’s
tooth it is to
have
________________.

Absence makes
the heart grow
________________.

Do not kill the
goose that lays
________________.

________________
makes work for
idle hands.

________________
is the better
part of valor.

What caused a
vote of “no
confidence” in
Parliament?

The latest exhibit
in Barnum’s
American
Museum is:
________________.

What was
discovered in
King Tut’s
tomb?

That’s not a
bustle; that’s
________________.

My new
invention will
make
________________
obsolete!

It’s a simple
invention. I just
combined
________________
with
________________.

What else never
sets on the
British Empire?

For this
season’s Hunt,
the foxes will
be replaced by
________________.

What is the new
medical
treatment for
hysteria?

The League of
Extraordinary
________________.

20,000
________________
Under The Sea.

Tincture of
________________.

That’s not a
mermaid! All you
did was sew the
top of ______________
to the bottom of
________________.

Please, sir, can
I have
________________?

My new
Steampunk outfit
is just a top hat
with
________________
attached.

Just lie back
and think of
________________.

________________
and
________________
go hand in hand.

My favorite
steampunk song
is ________________
Meets
________________.

Instead of a
calling card, I
left
________________.

When
________________
comes to the door,
________________
flies out the
window.

Victorian is to
steampunk as
________________
is to
________________.

What’s hidden
under the
Vicar’s robe?

We found the
source of the
Nile! It’s
________________.

Thanks to the
potato famine,
thousands of
Irishmen were
forced to eat
________________.
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